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" CHARGE AND VELOCITY RESOLUTION OF CERENKOV

COUNTERS IN A BEAM OF ACCELERATED HEAVY NUCLEI

M. Cantin, P. Goret, J. Jorrand, R. Jouan, E. Julius son,
L. Koch, Y. Maubras, P. Mcslreau, N. Petrou, Y. Rio,
A. Soutovil, Centre d'Etudes Nucléaires de Saclay, France

P. Cawood, A. Linney, D. S.R.I. Danemark

The response of various Ccrerikov radiators to oxygen
and nitro.gen nuclei with energies ranging between
2. 1 GeV/n and 300 MeV/n is presented. The velocity
and charge resolutions are analyzed in relation to the
possible use of these counters for chemical and isoto-
pic analysis of the primary cosmic ray nuclei.

j. Introduction. The suitability of Cercnkov radiators was proposed for
charge (1) and mass (2) analysis of the cosmic ray mtclci. Charge resolution
in a relativistic oxygen beam was studied (3).Here the results of similar
experiments are presented for the velocity dépendance and resolution of
various Cerenkov counters.

2. Experiment. Two series of experiments were made at the LRL in
Berkeley, using rclativistic Ol6 and N*'* beams. In .either experiments a
cet of 4 to 6 radiators is placed in the
beam. Primary energies of 2. 1, 1.05
and 0. 4 GcV/n were available and in-
termediate energies were obtained by
parsing the beam through lead targets
of various thickncsses.The beam defini-
tion system and data acquisition are
the same as in réf. 3.. A schematic
picture of the experimental set up is
shown on fig. 1.

With the geo.metry of the experi-
ment together with the characteristics
of the beam -transportation system (4),
a selection in rigidity of/.'l % was • •
possible. The analyzed beam was
;hus expected to be highly isolopical-
ly pure (4).
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Each radiator was contained in a light diffusing box as described by
Corydon.- Petersen et al (1) and viewed by eight 3 EMI photomultiplier tubes.
"The characteristics of the different radiators are given in table 1.

Nature

Teflon )
+ Plex-i UVT )

Teflon 2 TF

PVT

Plcxi Pilot -1Z5 -

Liquid FC ££ }
•f Plcxi Container )

Water ) w
+ Plexi container )

cm
Thickness

1.5
2.55

1.52

0.965

1.30

2
0.2

2
0.2

Silica Aerogel AK ; (,

C-cin

Density

2.19
1.16

2.16 .

•1.008

1.15

1.6-1
•1.18

1.00
1.18

0.225

Remarks (± i)

The two counters arc in the
Same d i f fus ing box

/ •

••

.

Saturated w-ith
PPO -f MPO shifter

100 mj;/c of shifter

'

(* S) The silica aerogel and PVT countcrE were the only one studied at primary
energy 2. 1 GcV/n

3. Results - Resppnpe. The velocity response of the different counters
is presented by plotting the mean pulse height of each counter as a function
of 1/P P for oxygen or nitrogen nuclei selected according to certain criteria.

. Here 1/P = (l//^ 2 - I)1/2 and j£\ and ft o are the particules velo-
city at the beginning/and the end of its'path. in the radiator. This presenta-
tion takes into account the slow-down of the particle in the radiator
[appendix of 5 this conference)

The criteria for selection \vcre that the pulse height in a counter was
accepted provided that the pulse height in the two rear scintillators lay within
the full width half maximum of their respective distributions thus ensuring
the rejections of events involving 'nuclear interactions or possible electronic
pile up.

Further, the standard deviation of the pulse height distribution of the
selected events were calculated in a range of ^v 3. 5 full width half
maximum around the mean.
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Mean pulse height ^channel]

water •
.A liquid

P - T
.D Pilot

' Te'flon
•O Aerogel

.-5 ,

* FJR. 2 . Mean response of Cerenkov Fig. 3. .Mean response of PVT
against 1/P^P . against 1/P.P

The values P. P have'been calculated by taking into account the ener-1 0 J t>

gy loss of the beam in the different parts of the set-up to an accuracy better
than 5 MeV/n. From the redundancy between the response of the different
coxmters the uncertainty in the absolute energy assignment is estimated to
be less than 10 MeV/n. • ' . •

The response of the Pilot 425 and teflon'is consistent with cerenkov
lights production in media \vith respective refractive indices 1. 49 and 1. 33.
The response of FC 88 also agrees with expectation when one takes into
account light contribution from perspex window and is consistent with re-
sults previously reported ( 3 ). '

The light contribution from the water coxmter pers-pcx window was not
determined but we could e stimatc it from the FC 88 perspex window. The
resulting refractive index is 1. 33 as expected.

There is also a non zero response in all the solid radiators to
nuclei below the cerenkov threshold. It is always less than 3 % of the
maximum ccrcnkov signal ( signal to /._) = 1 particles).

Although the highest available energy was close to the threshold of
the aerogel counter, we could estimate its r e f rac t ive index and light
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emission below threshold.

It is also less than 3 % of the maximum cercnkov signal estimated
from fig. 2.

The teflon radiator is of particular interest since it has an unusually low
refractive index for a. solid material,

. It is not transparent, having a short internal scattering length, but its
absorption is nevertheless very small.

Its velocity response is very close to the expected linear dépendance
H -._! Vhus making teflon suitable for relatively high threshold

cercnkov coxinters. ( n is the refractive index of the radiator )

We also investigated the response of the counter with Plexi UVT and
teflon in the same diffusing box. The signal below the teflon threshold was
attributed to the Plexi UVT radiator. By properly taking.into account the

. slow-down of oxygen nuclei in each radiator (see 5 ) we obtained the
•.relative contribution of both radiators. The results are quite consistent
with the total signal being the sum of the individual signals. Such a configu-
ration may be suited for enlarging the range of accurate velocity measure-
ments. Finally, a polyvyniltoluene (PVT) radiator was tested. Its response
is consistent with a mixture of cerenkov emission from a radiator with
refractive index 1. 6 and scintillation in the ratio 9/3 at the highest energy
point (2. 100 MeV/n). (fig. 3). The response of the PVT radiator depends
•weakly on the particle velocity in a v/idc range of energy (from the highest
energy available 2. 100 MeV/n down to 600 MeV/n, the relative change in
mean response smoothly changes by only B%) thus making this kind of radiator
very suitable for charge separation of cosmic ray nuclei, although there may,
be " some saturation in scintillation with increasing charges.

Resolution. The standard deviation of four counters of
interest is plotted as a function of the root of the mean. (Fig. 4, 5, 6, 7). A
significant departure from a straight line as expected from pure photoelec-
tron statistic shows xip. Nevertheless, the energy resolution remains good
as can be shown in fig. 8 where it is expressed in energy per nucléon accor-
ding to the following expression

= Ô C x ( n " - l ) x ' ~ 4
X'^x

where n is the refractive index, 0 the Loreiitz factor of the particle in the
radiator , P its momcnturr./nuclcon in the radiator, MoC^ the rest energy of
a nucléon and 0 C the resolution of the counter to particles with Lorcntz

, factor
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; However in order to estimate the possi-fgj^
': ble influence of a finite energy width of ^CfT
|the beam on the counter resolution close I n
to their threshold, each of. the four coun-305
ters was placed in the beam together
with another counter vvilh similar veloci-
ty resolution (f. i. : teflon and water,,
plexi, teflon and Pilot 425), so that the

_ study of a possible correlation of their
pulse height could be made. 'The corrcla
tion coefficient were calculated at seve-
ral energies. They range from 0 at high
energy to.A/0. 5 close to threshold thus
showing an increasing correlation as the
mean responses decrease. This effect

E

10

3
2

Pilot
Teflon
LiqFC8§
\Vate-r

500 700 90'o •;•'•
E MeV/n

8 . The lines are for guiding- .
was corrected for assuming the distribu- the eyes only. Energy resolution
tion energy of the' beam v,as Gaxissian- as a function of kinetic energy.
like. An^encrgy width ofvl McV/n explains
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: the observed correlations. When correction is made for this effect,

the relation between the resolution of the counters and their mean is consis-
tent with the resolution being governed by photoclectron statistics only which
is therefore the major limitation to the resolution of the cerenkov counters
used her.e.

4. Conclusion. It was shown that the use of a'set up cercnkov counters with
suitably chosen refractive indiccsis an accxirate mean for measuring the ve-
locity of heavy nuclei in cosmic ray experiments (as well as in accelerators)
and that the main limitation to the intrinsic resolution of the counters studied
here, mainly comes from their photoelectron statistics. In addition it illus-
trates the great interest of accelerated heavy.ion b,eams for an accurate study

jof the performances of new radiators such as teflon, aerogels.
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